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GROUP PSYCHOTHERAPY OF PEOPLE WITH SUICIDAL BEHAVIOR WITHIN THE ADDICTION  

TO PSYCHOACTIVE SUBSTANCES 
 
This article shows the effectiveness of psychotherapy when working with psychoactive substance addicts. It was found that that 
group crisis psychotherapy performed diagnostic and therapeutic functions. The experimentally - psychological studies have shown 
differences in the structure of personal characteristics and stereotypes in response to the difficulties of life from patients with 
neuroses and those with suicidal behavior. However, these differences did not hinder the formation of a therapeutic atmosphere 
and intensive group work. 
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According to WHO’s definition, “suicide is an act of self-annihilation with the fatal outcome; attempted suicide- analogous act 
without the fatal outcome”. 
The 2001 report on the world’s condition of health ("Mental Health: New Understanding, New Hope") states, "suicide is the result 
of deliberate action by a certain person, who is fully aware of or awaiting death." 
Depending on a person's views on suicide, there are several types of suicidal behavior: verbal, behavioral and situational. 
Verbal: direct statements like: " I'm thinking about committing suicide", " It is impossible to live like that”, " Everyone would be 
better off if I died," etc. Indirect statements, for example, "I am fed up with everything", "You no longer have to worry about me”. 
Allusion of death or jokes about it. Meaningful goodbye with others. 
Behavioral: despair and mourning, self-isolation from family and loved ones, abuse of alcohol and / or drugs, increase and / or loss 
of appetite, withdrawal from normal social activities, insularity, suicide attempts in the past, guilt, reproaches for him/herself or 
change the will etc. 
Situational: the death or leaving of a loved one, especially of a spouse, a recent relocation, troubles with the law, difficulties in 
communicating with others, social isolation, chronic and progressive disease, unwanted pregnancy, etc. 
We have distinguished three components in the structure of suicide dangerous reactions: emotional (anxiety, grief, sadness), 
cognitive (ideas about their own uselessness, the inability to resolve the situation) and behavioral (seeking for help - the emergence 
of ineffective coping, the emergence of psychological defenses, pathological compensation - the formation of the whole world of 
behavioral reactions) [1]. 
Considering suicidal behavior as a consequence of socio-psychological maladjustment of personality, it is advisable to use a 
psychotherapeutic intervention on people with suicidal behavior within the psychoactive substance addiction [2]. 
"The golden rule of crisis psychotherapy" states that the purpose of the intervention during the crisis is to restore or create the 
person’s level of adaptation. It is not directed to cause drastic personality changes. Because of its focus, crisis psychotherapy 
belongs to the cognitive – behavioral [3,4]. 
Principles and tasks of crisis psychotherapy: 
- Urgent character of help  
- Focus on the identification and correction of maladaptive psychological mechanisms that contribute to the emergence and 
maintenance of pathological reactions 
- Identification of cognitive phenomena, leading to the development of suicidal feelings and promoting recurrence of suicidal risk; 
- The search and training of untested methods of resolution of interpersonal conflict, improving the socio-psychological 
adaptation, personal growth, frustrational tolerance; 
- Aiming to return to the previous level or even better level of  adaptation. 
Features of crisis psychotherapy:  
- Crisis psychotherapy focuses on the customer's request;  
- Has no time limit 
- Theoretically eclectic. 
Materials and methods: our experience is based on a study of 80 people with suicidal thoughts and attempts with psychoactive 
substance addiction treated at the Republican Scientific - Practical Center for Psychiatry, Psychotherapy and Narcology of the 
Ministry of Health of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 
The study included patients with a diagnosis of "Mental and behavioral disorders as a result of alcohol addiction”. Currently, in 
abstinence, but in conditions that preclude use (F. 10.21) and "Mental and behavioral disorders due to use of opioids”. Also, 
abstinence, but in conditions that preclude use (F. 11.21) according to MKB- 10. All subjects showed signs postabstinent depression 
with suicidal behavior. 
Indications for group crisis psychotherapy were the objective isolation or a subjective feeling of loneliness, difficulties in 
establishing interpersonal contacts or dissatisfaction with them, the difficulty of affective control, a sense of worthlessness, 
inferiority, or inadequate self-esteem with nonconforming, rejected forms of behavior in society. 
The indicated motives of suicidal behavior were caused by interpersonal conflicts in personal, family and working spheres. 
Grievances, conflicts, setbacks affecting the scope of meaningful relationships of personality were "trigger mechanisms" of suicidal 
behavior of patients. These issues and current conflict were discussed in the group psychotherapy [5]. 
Stages of the group crisis psychotherapy: 
- Crisis Support (contact, disclosure experiences contract); 
- Crisis intervention (cognitive analysis, correction of cognitive maladaptive mechanisms); 
- Raising the level of adaptation. 



People with suicidal behavior were brought to the group of patients with neurosis, preneurosis states and those with 
communication difficulties, which accounted for 50 % of the total. Experience has shown that the most optimal way  was the 
gradual inclusion of these patients in the stage of the already established therapeutic atmosphere within the group. If these 
attempts were made during the formation of the group, they were unsuccessful. Patients with suicidal behavior could not 
withstand the voltage of the group. Patients with suicidal behavior dependent on psychoactive substances, unlike neurotic patients 
were characterized by instability of contacts and low degree of interest in the first stage of entering the group process. 
Discussion: group crisis psychotherapy performed diagnostic and therapeutic functions. The observations of the behavior and 
reactions of people with suicidal behavior confirmed the conclusion of experimentally-psychological study, which states that they 
have a greater sensitivity than patients with neuroses. They were indicators of stress and frustration in the group and often took 
the blame of other members of the group. One of the forms of reactions to group voltages were the emergence of the impression 
of group rejection, which in fact was not confirmed objectively. 
The problems of current conflict in a meaningful relationship were also discussed within the group. Patients with suicidal behavior 
noted the similarity of their problems with the problems the other members that helped to reduce the scale of grievances and led 
to the deprivation of the uniqueness and insolubility. The group actively discussed topics of life and death, that moved work of the 
group in to the level of existential psychotherapy with elements tanatotherapy. Members of the group took over the functions of 
the therapist in relation to other patients with suicidal behavior, feeling responsible for their fates. It should be noted that the 
inclusion of patients with suicidal behavior to the group affected the rest of the group in terms of reducing the egocentric isolation 
on their experiences when meeting people that came close to death. 
The experimentally-psychological studies [6] have shown differences in the structure of personality characteristics and stereotypes 
in response to the difficulties of life of patients with neuroses and those with suicidal behavior , but these differences did not 
hinder the formation of a therapeutic atmosphere and intensive group work . Research team members using the Eisenach 
personality questionnaires, MMPI, techniques of "Unfinished offers" and frustrational tolerance of RosenZweig revealed large areas 
of conflict of individuals with suicidal behavior compared to patients with neuroses, their sufficient communicability and low 
neuroticism. The essential difference is more expressed reactions of resolving type, along with the predominant reaction of needs 
continuation unlike the norm. 
Results: thus, the socio-psychological maladjustment and suicidal behavior during the addiction determined by the presence of 
anxious depression, behavioral disorders expressed in his regression (refusal of research activities as a result of non-constructive 
coping) or wrong direction. 
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Түйін: берілген мақалада психоактивті заттарға тәуелділікпен науқастарда психотерапияның тиімділігі көрсетілген. Кризисті 
психотерапия әдісі қолданылды. Тәжірибелік-психологиялық әдіс көмегімен невротикалық, депрессивті жағдайлармен 
және суицидальды әрекетпен әртүрлі науқастар топтарының психотерапиялық үрдіске реакциясы көрсетілген. 
Психотерапиялық тәсілдеме терапияның қолайлы ағымына негізделген арнайы емдеу атмосферасына жағдай жасады.  


